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DIY Dueling Tree Target Kit Instructions 

Thanks for your recent purchase of your DIY dueling tree target kit.  The Target Man, LLC is the inventor 

of the DIY dueling tree.  With thousands of kits sold, we ensure you that you are receiving top-tier armor 

grade targets and an incredible price point. 

First, you need to source angle iron for the “upright” portion of the tree.  You MUST use 1.5”x.25” angle 

iron.  Please see recommended upright length below for the target kit you purchased… 

 For 4 paddle kit- 4 ft. 

 For 6 paddle kit- 5.5 ft. 

 For 8 paddle kit- 7 ft. 

Assembly is super easy!  After you cut your angle iron to the proper length based on the number of 

paddles you purchased, all you have to do is weld on the first piece of tubing 2” from the edge (top 

edge) of the angle iron, and then weld each additional tube with exactly 5.75” between them.  This will 

give you the perfect distance needed to be able to insert/remove the paddles. 

For the base, we highly recommend our Multi-Purpose Base (MPB).  The MPB automatically positions 

your angle iron and the correct angle needed, which we recommend to be 22 degrees of “lean”.  The 

target must lean to the shooter at this angle to keep the paddles on either the left or right side.  If you 

experience “bounce back”, that generally means you did not put enough “lean” on the angle iron. 

Should you not wish to purchase our collapsible MPB, we recommend you make your base in a “H” 

shape configuration for maximum stability.  Angle iron is perfect for making your base.  We recommend 

that you somehow make it so you can remove the upright portion of your dueling tree for easy 

transport. 

Please give us a call should you have any questions or concerns about the kit.  520-789-0875.  Thanks for 

your purchase, and rest assured we’re here to help if you need it. 

-The Target Man, LLC 

 

 

 


